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Cold nuclear matter effects on J/ψ production in proton–nucleus and nucleus–nucleus collisions
are evaluated taking into account the speciﬁc J/ψ-production kinematics at the partonic level, the
shadowing of the initial parton distributions and the absorption in the nuclear matter. We consider two
different parton processes for the cc¯-pair production: one with collinear gluons and a recoiling gluon in
the ﬁnal state and the other with initial gluons carrying intrinsic transverse momentum. Our results are
compared to RHIC observables. The smaller values of the nuclear modiﬁcation factor RAA in the forward
rapidity region (with respect to the mid rapidity region) are partially explained, therefore potentially
reducing the need for recombination effects.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
The charmonium production in hadron collisions is an on-going
major subject of investigations, on both experimental and theoret-
ical sides. It has been widely studied in pp collisions; our under-
standing was recently reviewed in [1,2]. It may also be used as a
tool to probe the medium produced in nucleus–nucleus (AB) col-
lisions (for a recent review, see [3] along with some perspectives
for the LHC [4]). This medium is expected to be in a deconﬁned
state of QCD matter — such as the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) —
at high enough temperatures and densities. The J/ψ production
should be sensitive to the QGP formation, due to competing effects
such as a color Debye screening suppression [5] or the so-called
recombination mechanism [6]. Recent results on J/ψ production
are available from the PHENIX experiment at the BNL Relativis-
tic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). They show a signiﬁcant suppression
of the J/ψ yield in AuAu collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [7] com-
pared to the expected yield from pp measurements [8]. However,
the interpretation relies on a good understanding and a proper
subtraction of the Cold Nuclear Matter (CNM) effects, known to
impact the J/ψ production in proton(deuteron)–nucleus (pA,dA)
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Open access under CC BY license. collisions where the deconﬁnement cannot be reached. Indeed, the
pA data [9] obtained at the SPS energies can be described by as-
suming the break-up of the pre-resonant cc¯ pair due to multiple
scattering along its way to escape the nuclear environment — the
so-called nuclear absorption. PHENIX data on dAu collisions [10]
have also revealed that CNM effects play an essential role at RHIC
energy. These effects a priori include shadowing, i.e. the modiﬁ-
cation of the parton distribution of a nucleon in a nucleus, and
ﬁnal-state nuclear absorption.
As we shall show thereafter, the impact of gluon shadowing de-
pends on the partonic process producing the cc¯ and then the J/ψ .
So far, the studies of J/ψ production [11–13] with gluon shad-
owing relied on the assumption that the cc¯ pair was produced by
the fusion of two gluons carrying some intrinsic transverse mo-
mentum kT . The partonic process being a 2 → 1 scattering, the
sum of the gluon intrinsic transverse momentum is transferred to
the cc¯ pair, thus to the J/ψ since the soft hadronisation process
does not modify the kinematics. This corresponds to the picture of
the Colour Evaporation Model (CEM) at LO (see [1] and references
therein).
In such approaches, the transverse momentum of the J/ψ en-
tirely comes from the intrinsic transverse momentum of the initial
gluons. This seems acceptable for the low-PT region and the ori-
gin of this intrinsic PT can be paralleled to the increase of 〈P2T 〉
when going from pp to pA and for increasing atomic number A.
This is known as the Cronin effect: the increase of 〈P2T 〉 is believed
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distribution, resulting from the multiple scatterings experienced by
the initial gluon from the proton as it goes through the target nu-
cleus before the heavy-quark production [14].
However, such an effect is not suﬃcient to describe the PT
spectrum of quarkonia produced in hadron collisions [1]. Most
of the transverse momentum should have an extrinsic origin, i.e.
the J/ψ ’s PT would be balanced by the emission of a recoiling
particle in the ﬁnal state. The J/ψ would then be produced by
gluon fusion and with emission of a hard ﬁnal-state gluon. For the
production of 3S1 states — like the J/ψ , such a 2 → 2 partonic
process is anyhow mandatory to satisfy C-parity conservation.
It is among our purposes here to investigate the inﬂuence
of such an emission on the kinematics of the J/ψ production
in p(d)A and AA collisions. Indeed, for a given J/ψ momen-
tum (thus for ﬁxed y and PT ), the processes discussed above, i.e.
g+ g → cc¯ → J/ψ(+X) and g+ g → J/ψ + g , will proceed on the
average from gluons with different Bjorken-x. Therefore, they will
be affected by different shadowing corrections. From now on, we
will refer to the former scenario as the intrinsic scheme, and to the
latter as the extrinsic scheme. In the following, we shall consider
them as distinct approaches.1
In practice, we shall study the kinematic regime at RHIC at√
sNN = 200 GeV. For the extrinsic scheme, we shall consider the
partonic differential cross section for g+ g → J/ψ+ g given in [15]
which satisfactorily describes the data obtained in pp collisions
at RHIC down to PT ∼ 0 (see Fig. 1). For the intrinsic scheme,
we shall follow the studies [11–13] based on (2 → 1)-like pro-
cesses where the momentum of the particles denoted by X in
g + g → cc¯ → J/ψ(+X) is neglected. Using a probabilistic Glauber
Monte Carlo code, we interface these production processes with
CNM effects, such as shadowing and nuclear absorption, in order
to get the J/ψ production cross sections for pA and AA collisions.
We shall ﬁnally compare our results with the experimental mea-
surements presently available at RHIC.
2. The Monte Carlo framework for J/ψ production
To describe the J/ψ production in nucleus collisions, our
Monte Carlo framework is based on the probabilistic Glauber
model, the nuclear density proﬁles being deﬁned with the Woods–
Saxon parameterisation for any nucleus A > 2 and the Hulthen
wavefunction for the deuteron [17]. The nucleon–nucleon inelas-
tic cross section at
√
sNN = 200 GeV is taken to σNN = 42 mb and
the maximal nucleon density to ρ0 = 0.17 nucleons/fm3. For each
event (for each AB collision) at a random impact parameter b, the
Glauber Monte Carlo model allows us to determine the number of
nucleons in the path of each incoming nucleon, therefore allowing
us to easily derive the number Ncoll of nucleon–nucleon collisions
and the total number Npart of nucleons participating into the col-
lision.
2.1. The CNM effects
To get the J/ψ yield in pA and AA collisions, a shadowing-
correction factor has to be applied to the J/ψ yield obtained from
the simple superposition of the equivalent number of pp collisions.
This shadowing factor can be expressed in terms of the ratios RAi
of the nuclear Parton Distribution Functions (nPDF) in a nucleon of
1 In the extrinsic scheme and for this ﬁrst study, we shall neglect the small kine-
matical effects of the yield from the decay of χc produced by 2 → 1 processes.
Indeed, from the 25% of the χc feeddown [16], it is reasonable to suppose that only
half of it effectively proceeds via a gg → χc which is allowed at LO in αS only for
χc2, not for χc1.(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. PT and y spectra in pp at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. (a) PT distributions from the
s-channel cut contributions compared to PHENIX pp data [8] in the forward and
central rapidity regions. (b) Rapidity spectrum from s-channel cut contributions
compared to PHENIX pp data, the ad hoc double-Gaussian ﬁt [8] and the predic-
tions from the PYTHIA event generator.
a nucleus A to the PDF in the free nucleon. In the following, we
will consider the evolution model EKS98 [18] which is recognised
to be a reasonable compromise between DS [19] and EPS08 [20]
as regards the strength of the gluon antishadowing for instance.
It provides RAi at a given initial value of μF — the factorisation
scale — and takes into account their evolution through the DGLAP
equations. The nuclear ratios of the PDFs are expressed by:
RAi (x,μF ) =
f Ai (x,μF )
A f nucleoni (x,μF )
, f i = q, q¯, g. (1)
Within EKS98, these nuclear ratios are parameterized at some ini-
tial scale μ2F ,0 = 2.25 GeV2 which is assumed large enough for
perturbative DGLAP evolution to be applied. They are evolved at
LO from μ2F ,0 up to μ
2
F (< 10
4 GeV2) and are valid for x  10−6.
The numerical parameterisation of RAi (x,μF ) is given for all parton
ﬂavours. Here, we restrain our study to gluons since, at high en-
ergy, J/ψ is essentially produced through gluon fusion [1]. Usually,
the spatial dependence of RAi (x,μF ) is not given. However, as we
shall see in the next section, it can be included in our approach.
The second CNM effect that we are going to take into account
concerns the nuclear absorption. In the framework of the proba-
bilistic Glauber model, this effect refers to the probability for the
pre-resonant cc¯ pair to survive to the propagation through the
nuclear medium and is usually parametrised by introducing an ef-
fective absorption cross section σabs.
2.2. The differential J/ψ-production cross section in AB collisions
Our Glauber Monte Carlo framework is aimed at numerically
evaluating the differential J/ψ-production cross section in nu-
cleus collisions, by exploring the whole physical phase space with
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this Glauber-based calculation, the differential cross section for
the production (via gluon fusion) of a quarkonium with momen-
tum (y, PT ), in nucleus collisions at impact parameter b and for
a nucleon–nucleon CM energy of
√
sNN can be represented by a
generic integral. It takes two different forms depending on the
kinematics of the partonic process responsible for the J/ψ pro-
duction.
The intrinsic scheme corresponds to a 2 → 1 partonic process,
with initial gluons carrying a non-zero intrinsic transverse momen-
tum. Following [13], we do not neglect the value of the J/ψ ’s PT
in this simpliﬁed kinematics. In this scheme, the measurement of
the J/ψ momentum completely ﬁxes the longitudinal momentum
fraction carried by the initial partons:
x1,2 = mT√
sNN
exp (±y) ≡ x01,2(y, PT ), (2)
with the transverse mass mT =
√
M2 + P2T , M being the J/ψ mass.
Therefore, we can write
dσ Intr.AB
dy dPT db
=
∫
drA dzA dzB F Ag
(
x01,rA, zA,μF
)
× F Bg
(
x02,rB , zB ,μF
)
σ Intr.gg
(
x01, x
0
2
)
× S A(rA, zA)SB(rB , zB), (3)
where
• rA [rB = b −rA ] and zA [zB ] are the transverse and longitudi-
nal spatial locations of the initial parton (a gluon here) in the
nucleus A [B]; it carries the longitudinal momentum fraction
x01 [x
0
2] and can be found with the probability F Ag [F Bg ] at a
scale μF ;
• the nuclear absorption is taken into account through S A(rA,
zA) = exp(−Aσabs
∫ ∞
zA
dz˜ρA(rA, z˜)) [SB(rB , zB)], which stands
for the survival probability for a cc¯ produced at the point
(rA, zA) [(rB , zB)] to pass through the projectile and the tar-
get unscathed;
• σ Intr.gg (x01, x02) is the partonic cross section for the process g +
g → cc¯ → J/ψ(+X) and is a function of PT and y through x01
and x02. As we will show in the Section 2.3, it can be extracted
from experimental data along with the PDFs.
In the extrinsic scheme, we deal with a 2 → 2 partonic process
with collinear initial gluons and we have
dσAB→ J/ψ X
dy dPT db
=
∫
dx1 dx2
∫
drA dzA dzB F Ag (x1,rA, zA,μF )
× F Bg (x2,rB , zB ,μF )2sˆP T
dσgg→ J/ψ+g
dtˆ
× δ(sˆ − tˆ − uˆ − M2)S A(r, zA)SB(rB , zB), (4)
where
• sˆ = sNNx1x2, tˆ = M2 − x1√sNNmT ey , uˆ = M2 − x2√sNNmT e−y .
The four-momentum conservation — represented by the δ
function — explicitly results in a more complex expression of
x2 as a function of (x1, y, PT ):
x2 = x1mT
√
sNNe−y − M2√
sNN (
√
sNNx1 −mT ey) . (5)
Equivalently, a similar expression can be written for x1 as a
function of (x2, y, PT );• dσgg→ J/ψ+g/dtˆ can be computed in a priori different ap-
proaches that correctly describes the pp data. For now, we use
the one obtained in [15], but others can be interfaced with our
code. See Section 2.3 for further details.
Now, concerning F Ag (x1,rA, zA,μF ), we assume that it can be
factorised in the nuclear density distribution ρA(rA, zA), the shad-
owing modiﬁcation factor RAg (rA, x,μF ) and the usual gluon PDFs
g(x;μF ):
F Ag (x1,rA, zA;μF ) = ρA(rA, zA)RAg (rA, x1,μF )g(x1;μF ).
A priori, the modiﬁcations of the nPDFs should depend on the
parton position (r, z) in the nucleus. Such information is not exper-
imentally available. So the centrality dependence is not encoded in
the EKS98 parametrisation. However, some approaches provide an
Ansatz for such a dependence. Assuming that the inhomogeneous
shadowing is proportional to the path length [12,21], then
RAg (rA, x,μF ) = 1+
[
RAg (x,μF ) − 1
]
NρA
∫
dzρA(rA, z)∫
dzρA(0, z)
, (6)
where RAg (x,μF ) is the ratio nPDF/PDF given by the EKS98
parametrisation for the gluon (see Eq. (1)) and NρA is a normali-
sation factor, determined such that
1
A
∫
d2rA
∫
dzA ρA(rA, zA)RAg (rA, x,μF ) = RAg (x,μF ).
The integral over z in Eq. (6) includes all the material traversed
by the incident nucleon. This amounts to consider the incident par-
ton as coherently interacting with all the target partons along its
path length.
In the following, we shall set the scale μF in F Ag equal to
the renormalisation scale μR of the partonic process and take the
usual choice μR =mT , mT providing a typical scale of the partonic
process.
2.3. The partonic cross sections
Within the intrinsic scheme, the measurement of the differen-
tial cross section in pp on Figs. 1(a) and (b) directly provides us
with values for the product of the PDFs and the partonic cross
section in Eq. (3). Indeed,
dσ Intr.pp
dy dPT
= g(x01;mT )g(x02;mT )σ Intr.gg (x01, x02). (7)
In order to evaluate the integral Eq. (3), we randomly pick y
and PT out of their respective distributions obtained from ﬁts to
the experimental pp spectra dσ Intr.pp /dy dPT . For the present study,
we use the ﬁts to the y2 and PT spectra measured by PHENIX
[8] in pp collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV as inputs of the Monte
Carlo. The azimuthal-angle ϕ of PT in the (Px, P y) plane is also
random and follows a ﬂat distribution within [0,2π ]. As discussed
previously, the knowledge of (y, PT ) unequivocally ﬁxes the other
variables (x1, x2 and μF =mT ) needed to compute the shadowing
correction factors.
On the other hand, in the extrinsic scheme, information from
the data alone — the y and PT spectra — is not suﬃcient to
determine x1 and x2. Indeed, the presence of a ﬁnal-state gluon
authorises much more freedom to choose (x1, x2) for a given set
(y, PT ). Even if kinematics determine the physical phase space,
models are anyhow mandatory to compute the proper weighting of
2 The double Gaussian parametrisation as quoted in [8].
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narios for similar Monte Carlo J/ψ statistics in dAu collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.
each kinematically allowed (x1, x2). This weight is simply the dif-
ferential cross section at the partonic level times the gluon PDFs,
i.e. g(x1,μF )g(x2,μF )dσgg→ J/ψ+g/dy dPT dx1 dx2. In the present
implementation of our code, we are able to use the partonic dif-
ferential cross section computed from any theoretical approach.
For now, we use the one from [15] which takes into account the
s-channel cut contributions [22] to the basic Color Singlet Model
(CSM) [23] and satisfactorily describes the data down to very low
PT , where the bulk of the cross section lies. As shown on Fig. 1,
this approach3 gives a fairly good description of both the PT and
y dependence of the pp data at RHIC.
To evaluate the integral in the extrinsic scheme, we also ran-
domly pick y and PT , but out of the distributions computed with
the cross section computed as in [15]. For a given set (y, PT ), the
set (x1, x2) is randomly chosen in its kinematically allowed range
and follows the distribution g(x1,μF )g(x2,μF )dσgg→ J/ψ+g/
dy dPT dx1 dx2.
2.4. Picturing intrinsic vs extrinsic scheme
Fig. 2 shows the physical phase space in the (x2, y) plane for
both schemes in dAu collisions. At a ﬁxed value of y, they give
quite different distributions of the Bjorken-x of the initial gluons.
The momentum of the ﬁnal-state gluon considered in the extrinsic
scheme results in a larger x2-range, whereas the intrinsic scheme
much heavily favours a tighter band at low x2.
3. Results
In the following, we present our results for the J/ψ nuclear
modiﬁcation factor:
RAB = dN
J/ψ
AB
〈Ncoll〉dN J/ψpp
. (8)
dN J/ψAB (dN
J/ψ
pp ) is the J/ψ yield observed in AB (pp) collisions and
〈Ncoll〉 is the average number of nucleon–nucleon collisions occur-
ring in one AB collision. In the absence of nuclear effects, RAB
should equal unity.
3.1. dAu collisions
PHENIX measurements of RdAu [10] provides with a means to
size-up the CNM effects at play at RHIC energy. We shall compare
3 The determination of the two parameters of this approach [15] has been im-
proved by ﬁtting RHIC pp data (a = 3.2 and κ = 6.3 GeV).(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3. J/ψ nuclear modiﬁcation factor in dAu collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. (a)
RdAu versus y in the intrinsic scheme (dashed lines) and extrinsic scheme (contin-
uous lines), for several values of the nuclear absorption cross section σabs . (b) RdAu
versus Ncoll . (c) RdAu versus PT .
the CNM effects obtained in the intrinsic and extrinsic schemes to
these data.
Fig. 3(a) shows RdAu versus y. Let us ﬁrst focus on the curves
without nuclear absorption. The enhancement due to antishadow-
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pared to the extrinsic scheme. This is easily explained. We saw in
Section 2.4 that the typical values of x are increased in the extrin-
sic scheme for given y’s. A less negative value of y is therefore
required to obtain a value of x2 producing the maximum amount
of antishadowing as seen on Fig. 3(a).
However, as usually done, it is necessary to add the nuclear
absorption. In the intrinsic scheme, we have used the value of
σabs = 2.8 mb from Ref. [10], where it was obtained by ﬁtting
the data with a shadowing-correction calculation equivalent to ne-
glecting PT in the intrinsic scheme. A higher value of σabs is re-
quired in the extrinsic scheme. We used σabs = 4.2 mb which gives
a good agreement with PHENIX dAu data.5 The resulting curves are
also plotted on Fig. 3(a). From now on, we will keep these values
for the value of σabs in the respective schemes.
Fig. 3(b) shows RdAu as a function of Ncoll in the three rapid-
ity windows. Both nuclear shadowing and absorption are included.
Both schemes agree well with the data, especially at mid-y
Fig. 3(c) shows RdAu as a function of PT in the three rapidity
windows. The intrinsic and extrinsic approaches give similar re-
sults. They both give a reasonable agreement with the data.
3.2. Nucleus–nucleus collisions
We now extend our study to AA collisions, where the J/ψ
yield may be further affected by dense matter effects. In AuAu
collisions [7], PHENIX has measured an unexpected stronger J/ψ
suppression at forward-y than at mid-y. A possible explanation
lies in the recombination scenarios [6]. In the following, we shall
rather investigate if part of this rapidity-dependent suppression
may be due to CNM effects. We shall also compare our results
to PHENIX CuCu data [24]. They cover with better precision the
lower Npart range, where a smaller amount of dense matter effects
is expected.
Fig. 4(a) shows RAuAu versus Npart in the intrinsic scheme, while
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show RAuAu and RCuCu for the extrinsic scheme.
As regards RCuCu and RAuAu versus y, they are displayed on Fig. 5
for four different centrality bins.
In the intrinsic case, RAuAu is nearly independent of y (Fig. 5
up). Indeed, for any value of y in the rapidity range −2 < y < 2,
the suppression at y > 0 in one nucleus is compensated by an
enhancement at y < 0 in the other nucleus, thus giving the same
result as at mid-rapidity.
On the other hand, in the extrinsic scenario, this cancellation
is not as effective and both RCuCu and RAuAu show a maximum
at y = 0 (Fig. 5). This is explicit in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) where the
curves for the central and forward rapidity ranges are shifted from
each other, as the data are.
4. Conclusion and outlook
We have evaluated Cold Nuclear Matter effects on J/ψ produc-
tion in proton–nucleus and nucleus–nucleus collisions at relativis-
tic energies. We have considered the J/ψ transverse momentum
effects within the speciﬁc kinematics of the J/ψ production at the
4 The dot dashed curve is obtained for a ﬁxed μF = Mψ and the dashed one
with open squares for μF = mT using the PT distribution of the pp data in the
forward rapidity region [13]. The results are in practice identical if we consider the
distribution in another y-region. In the following, all the curves covering the entire
rapidity range for the intrinsic scheme are obtained as this dashed curve.
5 A complete ﬁtting procedure taking into account the experimental errors and
their correlations is beyond the scope of this ﬁrst analysis of the extrinsic effects.
By limiting our analysis to a constant value for σabs , we also disregard possible
formation-time effects.(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Npart dependence of the J/ψ nuclear modiﬁcation factor in CuCu and AuAu
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. (a) RAuAu in the intrinsic scheme. (b) RAuAu in the
extrinsic scheme. (c) RCuCu in the extrinsic scheme.
partonic level. We have studied both intrinsic (2 → 1-like process)
and extrinsic (2→ 2-like process) production schemes.
We have obtained different gluon-shadowing-induced effects in
dAu depending on the considered scheme. We have then included
the nuclear absorption cross section needed to reproduce PHENIX
dAu data [10]. In the simpliﬁed kinematics of a 2 → 1 process
(previously considered in [11–13]), we have used σabs = 2.8 mb
according to [10]. Within the extrinsic scheme, a larger break-up
cross section is needed and we used σabs = 4.2 mb.
Concerning nucleus-nucleus collisions, we have studied both
CuCu and AuAu collisions in order to compare our prediction with
PHENIX measurements [7,24]. Within the extrinsic scheme, we ob-
served a rapidity dependence of RCuCu and RAuAu, in the same
direction as the one seen in the data.
In the near future, we plan to extend our investigations to the
LHC energies, where we could consider the production of Υ in
pA and AA collisions at nonzero PT by interfacing partonic ma-
trix elements obtained at NLO [25,26] and NNLO [27] with our
code. We could also broaden the present study using other par-
tonic matrix elements for J/ψ production, by considering other
parametrisations for the shadowing. A careful comparison with re-
E.G. Ferreiro et al. / Physics Letters B 680 (2009) 50–55 55Fig. 5. J/ψ nuclear modiﬁcation factor versus rapidity in AuAu (top) and CuCu (bot-
tom) collisions.
sults from the Colour-Evaporation Model at NLO [28] is planned.
A better treatment of the interaction between the cc¯ pair and the
nuclear matter could be also achieved by taking into account co-
herence effects such as the c-quark shadowing [29]. Studies of the
kT broadening are also envisioned.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the kinematics of the
partonic processes responsible for the J/ψ production is of par-
ticular relevance to assess the importance of CNM effects both in
pA and AA at RHIC energies. Moreover, we argue that a signiﬁcant
part of the rapidity dependence of RAA in the central collisions can
be accounted by CNM effects only.Acknowledgements
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